STEPPING STONES ©1991
A SuLar Design for Rainbow Gallery

7" x 7" — #18 Mono Canvas
(Finished size 3½" square to fit
Sudberry box or repeated for bell pull
or pillow top.)

1 Card Overture™
1 Card Cresta d’Oro™
1 Card Neon Rays™
1 Card Fyre Werks ™

Suggested Color Schemes:
Overture — V61 Ocean Blue
Cresta d’Oro — C60 White Pearl
Neon Rays — N59 Royal Blue
Fyre Werks — F36 Navy

Overture — V32 Taos
Cresta d’Oro — C04 Matte Gold
Neon Rays — N11 Pink
Fyre Werks — F2 Gold
Or select your own colors.

1. Start in center of canvas. Stitch the Woven Cross Stitch squares, alternating with Neon Rays and 1 ply Overture. See chart for count (note: 11-12 is slipped under 5-6). See master chart for placement (heavy lines are Neon Rays and thin lines are Overture). Four Woven Crosses make up one square motif.

2. Stitch Triangle shapes around Woven Cross motifs using 1 ply Cresta d’ Oro. See placement on master chart (hacked lines).

3. Two Chevron rows are stitched next. One row in 1 ply Overture (thin lines on chart) and 1 row in Cresta d’ Oro (hacked lines).

4. Sprats Head is stitched in 1 ply Overture. See count on small chart.

A border of Slanted Gobelin over 2 threads is stitched in Fyre Werks, changing direction as shown on master chart.
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